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FIRST

SEMESTER

September 9-10.

SESSION

1946-1947

~_ _________ _.Regfatratfon

September lL

~

Instruction begins

October 20

State College Sunday

November 8

~

.Mid-term

November 27 (noon j-November 30 inclusive
Thanksgiving holidays
December 20 (noon )--Jalluary 4 inclusive
Christmas
January

24. 1947

Holidays

~_First semester ends

SECOND SEMESTER SESSION 1946-1947
January

27.

•

.Regtsrrarton

January 28

lnstruction

February 12.

Lincoln's Birthday

March 28

Second quarter

April 2 (noon)-April5

inclusive __.c.Easter Holidays

June 6
June 9

begins

Second semester ends
•~

•.

. __.• Commencement
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HOWDY
to Cortland, freshman, and greetings from the
College Governing Board.
\\'CIcOIllC

'vVe here at Cortland know that our school is the best
and we are justly proud of its reputation.
\Vc want you
to be proud of it, too.
Times of trial and times of disappointment may often
confront you. But persevere, and nothing can stop you;
nothing can hold you back
.. Learn! Gain experience
from each setback and your future is assured.
The associations, acquaintances, and friendships which
you make here will, for the most part, be those by which
you wil l be most influenced and which you will remember
longest. Give your best to these friendships and to Cortland State Teachers College and be assured that they will
give up of their best to you.
Richmond C. Young
President
College Governing Board
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Dorrnal V. Smitn

WELCOME ~'ROSIlI
Believe me when T say that we are all glad to see you
start a career whose importance is increasing every day,
I suppose I should point out how important it is that you
work hard La fulfill the responsibility you have assumed
but I'm not going to do that now. Instead, I'm going to
express a wish for you. I wish that you find at State a
host of friends, delightful hours of living, and stimulating
intellectual growth.
May you enjoy these golden years
to the full for they come but once in a lifetime.
\Ve know that much must be done La make our college
meet our ideals. The fact that you have elected to come
to Cortland
shows that you believe in what we are doing.
We find fresh courage in having you join us as we build.
DONN!>L V. S:vlITH.
8

Dr. I.. uuruer Lillich

DR. LEACH.
As one whose sincere friendliness and
ever-ready willingness to give council to each student
who may seek it, Dean Leach rates among the highest.
The door to her office is open to everyone and 'you will
find there a cordial atmosphere.
Our Dean will always
lind time to discuss, and help solve your problem, Heading the Social Activities program, Dean Leach provides
parties and dances which contribute to the happiness and
welfare of the students.
You will find Dean Leach a
loyal friend to whom you may, and will, go frequently for
all sorts of advice and guidance.
9

WHERE'S

YOUR BIBLE .....

Here 'tis ....

FROSH ?/??? ..•••

Your trusty little Fresh Bible which will

spend many happy hours Lucked away in your handy

pocket..
Guard this book with your life
Let this
word to the wise be sufficient ... Don't lose it
Read it
thoroughly ... Digest its contents and you're off ... on
your way to a successful Fresh year ...
Compliments of
Writing Staff
Kay Montgomery
Edna Allen
Lola Vollmer
Bettv Millen
Jean- DeCrar
Muriel Sloatman
Art Staff
Delores Filardi
Shirley Brisbin Brown
10

AN UPPERCI,ASSMAN

SPEAKS

You lucky little Irosh, yOU.
You don't realize how
much is in store for you at Cortland. Not everything is
study ... (believe it or not)
not by a long shot. No ...
there are other things like
hazing ... Now don't pretend you don't know what that is. It won't. do you any
good to feign ignorance even though it may be bliss. We,
at Cortland, feel we do ample justice to this phase of your
college education ...
It makes for a well rounded individual and all that sort of thing.
The moment you enter the stately (State-ely ... get it)
. _ . portals of our college you cease to be a high and
mighty senior from I'oduuk and become, instead, one of
the many Fresh who are working together for acknowledgment from the other classes ..
Now don't Ret discouraged. George, we really don't
want to hurt your Ieelings-e-we just want things straight
from the start ... You see, we've all had to go through this
hazing business ourselves and we ...vouldn"t be human if we
didn't want. to see you gel a little of the same medicine
and maybe just a lit.t.lebit more,
Speaking to you as man to man, (or should it be woman
to woman) ... this is the way things stand, .. The Upper's
feel it their solemn duty to rect.ily all mistaken ideas which
you let slip into the open, .. So be on the alert. , .
Don't. worry, they won't light rigHt into you as 1"0011as
you enter the door. 1'\o--ll1ey'li give you Lime enough to
get accustomed to the school, your new home, your new
friends and all those other things which make these first
few weeks so confusing
Frosh Caps.
\Ve have Fresh caps to give the Fresh the distinction of
being the new class at the college. It. helps ban the class
together and you can tell at a glimpse who your fellow
classmen arc ...
When the time is ripe, the sophomores will announce
that "little R"rCCIlhats" are for sale in the lower corridor
and it's your duty La buy one ... or else, , . You're to
Jl

wear this hat constantly
and tip it to every upperclassman
of the faculty
that you come upon
Heaven
help the poor fresh who doesn't.
but we'll
come to that in due time.

and member

Frosh

Bi hies

We hope that this book will be a guide to you in those
puzzled moments
which Occur throughout
your Freshman
year ...
\Vhen one speaks of the "little green hats", one
cannot forget that other indispensable
little article ... the
bible which you are now reading ... Hold on to this bible
.
your very life may depend on it ...
but then maybe
that's putting it a liu.le too harshly.
Patch it up when it
needs patching,
and believe you me, it will need patching
before long
. You're to know everything
in the bible
from cover to cover and back again.
Beware of the upperclassman
who wants to know how many periods
there
are on p. 16 or what is explained
on p. 17 ... Believe it or
not, they ask just such questions
... so "be prepared"
.
as a girl scout once said.
Vigilance

Committee

Now for the more unpleasant
side of the story.
Undoubtedly,
at. some time during the next few months you
will be hearing
the term, Vigilance
Committee
. TIP
this is a group to steer away from
. once they get
your number.
. might say "Wrcng Number"
..
your
goose is cooked ...
This organization
is composed
of a
carefully
selected
handful
of upperclassmen
who have
shown exceptional
talent along the "guiding
tight" line
. It is their privilege to go upon the stage once a week
for as many weeks as are necessary,
and La call upon those
fresh who have been found guilty of various misdemeanors.
We're warning you once again ... What they can do to a
poor fresh who has gone astray,
shouldn't
happen
to a
dog. Of course, we know that very few freshmen
will be
found guilty of any misdemeanors.
We agree that iL'S a tough assignment
we are handing
you, fresh, but we feel sure that the class of '50 can hold
up it's end of the bargain
as the classes who have gone
before have done
the rest is up to YOU ... GOOD

LUCK ...
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FRESHMAN

RULES

1. Freshman shall wear, whenever outside the college,
green caps, having a red button on top.
.]0 case caps
are unavailable, Freshmen shall wear the insignia prescribed by the Sophomore class ...
2. Freshmen shall wear their Freshmen hats until
Thanksgiving unless they win the tug of war two weeks
prior to the Thanksgiving vacation.
3. Freshmen shall tip their caps upon meeting any
member of the faculty or any upperclassman.
4. No prep or high school insignia arc to be worn ill
Cortland.
5. All Freshmen students shall enter and leave by the
basemen t doors.
6. Freshmen must know the Alma Maler. They should
always carry the Fresh "Bible" with them and be acquainted with its content.
7. Reasonable deference must be shown all upperclassmen.
8. Freshmen shaJl be obliged to take part ill numerous
affairs during the college year, as requested by upperclassmen.
9. Freshmen who have passed throug-h Moving Up Day
at any college are not required to undergo hazing.
10. freshmen are not allowed to smoke on the streets
or in any public place under any circumstances ... except
in the student lounge ...
11. The Vigilance Committee shall have the power to
impose penalties upon Freshmen disobeying rules.
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RULES AND RIWULATIQNS

Scholastic

Regulations

Class Status:
Freshman until

_-\11 entering student
is considered a
he. ha!'i ,,2 hours to his credit and then he

becomes a sophomore. To be considered a junior a student
must have 6+ hours to hi" credit'; \0 be considered a senior
a student must have completed 96 hours of work.
Grade:
To remain in good standing a student must
accumulate as many honor points in one year a!';number of
hours carried, or ill other words he must maintain a C
average.
Student

Marks

Just 50 there can be no misunderstanding
we will ex·
plain the marking system.
A "Once in a Lifetime"-gives you 3 honor points.
B "Happens oftener't-e-carries 2 honor- points.
C "That's most of us't-c-but only 1 honor point.
This is the intellectual middle class and feels the in tellectun l pinch of middle class income.
D "Passing"-the
lowest minimum but still not very
satisfactory work. Calls for mid-night oil and other drastic measures.
E "Nice to have known you."
To determine the number of honor points earned in any
course you multiply the credit hours by the number of
honor points indicated by the grade received. If you get
an A in a d-hcur course you multiplv the .~ hours by 3
points to get 9. In a 3·11Our'Course a C grade gives you
only 3 points.
Remember it takes 10 hours and 16 points
to have the minimum for a year's work.
For the sake of the record let il be said here drat until
you have 32 hours credit you arc a Fresh.
It lakes 6..j.
hours and M points to make a Junior oul of a Soph and 98
points and hours make a senior.
Then if you can swing
another 32 hours and points your last year for the grHnd
slam total of J28 you rate a degree.
. always providing
you've lived right.

Kappa Delta Pi
O. K. you braintrust ... This is the organization which
furnished most of the honor students at commencement.
Those who are Cum Laude or higher ser-ve as "Marshals"
in the Cornrncncemcnt Ceremonies and arc designated by
the red and white tassels and the Marshal's baton. They
are the elite of Kappa Della Pi ... What to work for ....
Examinations
The week prior LO examinations is devoted to study and
prayer. All extra curricular activities of a social nature
are suspended. All late trips to the Chocolate Shop are
cut to a minimurn-e-then comes exams ... Are vou nervous
... jittery ... Fatigued ... do you say nasty words when
you upset the ink bottle all over your books .. Shouldn't
happen to the worst of us ... btu it does.
HEH.
HEH! Examination booklets will be furnished by the college. No books or papers will be permitted in the examination room. You will be left alone with your thoughts
. and prayers..
(Shoulda studied ... ole bean)
SOCIAL REGULATIONS
Closing hours for women:
Freshmen:
9:30 all nights preceding school days: i.eMonday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights
Upperclassmen:
JO:30011 these nig-hts.
Freshmen, sophomores, and juniors: 12:00 p. m. on
weekends or nights preceding holidays.
Seniors: 1:00 a. m. on these nights.
All students arc given two 1:00 permissions pCI' semester
to be taken on week-ends or nights before holidays.
Sunday nights all students have 11:00 permission.
Special permissions are granted by the Dean of Women
by applying personally during office hours.
Permissions for formal dances extend one hour beyond
the closing hours of the dances, which times are stated
in the Cortland Standard announcements of the
dances.
15

Any infractions of the hours rules of one hour or more,
or continuous lesser infractions arc to be reported to
the College Association Court by the student herself,
the house president, the housemother. or the landlady.
If in doubt as to whom to report, word may be le"rt
with 1)1'. Leach, the Dean of Women.
Moving-Up Day: After Moving'-Up Day, held in May
of each year, each class lakes the social regulations of the
class above except seniors, who continue as before.
Out-Of-Town Visits: Before making any out-of-town
visit's, each student must have a blanket permit for traveling on file in the office of the Dean of Women. Before
leaving the city for any out-or-town visits the housemother
or landlady whouJd be given the following information:
place, purpose, length of visit, method of traveling, and
time of return. Respousibili ty for leaving this information
rests entirely with the sruden ts. Under no circumstance is
permission given for students to stay in public hotels.
Overnight
Visits:
For overnight visits with other
women students residing in the city, the hostess housemother should be consulted and a permit, obtainable from
the office of the Dean of Women, should be signed by the
visiting hostess and left with the resident housemother
before the visit takes place. Students arc not encouraged
to visit other than student residences. Students arc not
given overnight permissions to visit homes of young men.
Working Hours:
Students who work evenings are
expected to maintain the same hours as other students.
Students who expect to be hired as "baby' sitters" and expect to stay overnight because they can not be in by the
closing hours, arc expected to get overnight permissions as
notated above. Students are requested not to do this unless absolutely necessary and then but seldom.
House Conduct:
House conduct and regulations are
generally matters between the landlady and the students.
Serious infringement should be reported to the Court or
the Dean of Women as it seems advisable.
Entertaining
Men:
Men may be entertained in the
living quarters un til closing hours on Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday nights, and before holidays when no classes are
held.
16

Dress.
Student dress should be suitable for the place,
both in the college and in the city. Students must dress
in clothes suitable to the dignity of the college. This exdudes the wearing of jeans except for appropriate occasions, Professional uniforms are allowed throughout the
building.
Other gym uniforms arc allowed only on the
basemen t floor and to and from the gymnasium and fields.
USE OF THE BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
General Regulations:
Any studen t organization may
have the use of the building for meetings on Monday, Wednesday or Thursday evenings, if regularly scheduled, signed
For in the office of the Dean of Women at least 24 hours
ahead of time, and a faculty member is present. lf the
building is to be used after 10;00 p. rn. it must be so specilied on the reservation card and a janitor paid for overtime
by the respective organization.
The building will not be
open to 5(11001 organizations on Tuesday evenings. Friday
and Saturday evenings the building is open for social use
under the above regulations.
Pines and Lounge:
Any student wishing to use the
Pines is to make reservations with the head of the Pines
committee, composed of College Governing Board ruernbers. Organizations wishing to reserve the use of the
Student Lounge make reserva tions beforehand through the
Lounge committee composed of College Governing Board
members, After reservation slip is obtained the same procedure as given above on tile use of rhc building and
grounds should be followed.
Cars: Students attending' Cortland may drive cars to
college regularly only by special permission of the Director
of Training. Formal application must be made to him and
a permit must be kept available in the car.
VIOLATIONS OF REGULATIONS
Viola Lions arc subject to the considers rion of the College
Association Court. A report of such violations should be
made 1'mmedia.tel'J! to the Dean of Women who will determine whether or not the court should be convened to pass
on the infract ion,
Tagged
YOUR BUDGET
No sooner do you enter the doors of the State College
than you will be labelled. All students registering as fresh-

t7

men will receive specific directions upon arrival at the
campus. ,\5 you enter d1C portals, you will report to the
auditorium and receive your instructions.
After that you
can pay your fees. The fees for the year 46-47 are as follows: $10 Stare fee. An activity fee for all students or
$16.00 and a Men's Athleric FCC of $10.00. Making a
total of $36.00 per year or 318.00 per semester: Plus an
additional $2.25 for insurance which must-be paid with the
first' semester's fee, making the first semester's fee $20.25,
Catch? The activities fee varies yearly according to the
student budget.
When you spend this money it may help
to remember that this fee is established by our own Student
Assembly upon organization of the College Governing
Board and iL will huy )'OU more fun and recreation than any
other money you spend on the Campus,
Book Store
After being tagged for $36.00, you g-o to the books LOre
and get tagged for some more. Our bookstore is in the
north corridor of the basement,
That's where you get the
textbooks, or if you have books of your 0\\'11 to sell, here is
the textbook exchange. Miss Mary Harrington who is in
charge, carries a complete line of school supplies [01" your
convenience,
You will order your various uniforms for the
Phys. Ed. Course here.
P. S. (On the uniforms . ,Don'l feel badly about the
end of your Irosh year, .. we all puton a lit tle weight every
now and then.)
Budget
You rna)' wonder just where that currone)' you're handing out goes to ' .. Read on, 0 Seeker of '1 ruth. , . Well
planned budget allots your money where it will do you the
most good ... Each organization sponsored by the College
Governing Goard presents its last year's allotment and expenditures .,
the reprceen ra uve then states the next
year's tentative program and its request for an allotment
to cover the planned program.
The Cal
.. alias "the Greasy Spoon" .... Located in the basement of the north wing. , .Dpeu for Luncheon ... Serving
the best in the culinary ,1fL , , • Pleasant atmosphere for
students and faculty alike, , ..
18

Emergency Employment
Are you, .. too ... troubled by financial affiliations .
does your pocketbook look all fagged out lately ... it's all
dght.. ... you're just one of many whose thoughts finally
turn to channels of labor.
The person you wan t to sec is Dean Leach
.. We
almost guarantee you a chance La reimburse that thin
wallet ....
If you want work for your board and 1'00111, or part of
your board and room, or only for extra spending money,
Dean Leach will do all she can to lind you a satisfactory
job. If you want to do ironing, mind babies. sell tomatoes,
or shovel sidewalks. state your preference and you're more
than liable La land right in that kind of a job. Come in and
see the Dean and you'll leave her office singing, "Pennies
from Heaven."
There is also an emergency loan fund for upper classmcn
established in the school
and when you reach that
stage where yOU need a bit more S to help you in your
worthy cause ... apply to Dean Leach and she will give
you all the details.
Medical Service
What 7.-3 mailer? ... Huh ... Break a leg? , .. Twist an
eyelid? .. Tear a tendon? Never mind ... OUf doctor is in
his office daily .. Vnd who knows .
you may be lucky
enough to pay him a visit every now and then. The exact
hours will be posted in the first issue of the Ihlllop Press
(and it's nor everybody who gets such legitimate first
hand infcrmation

)

Do you have that sluggish feeling in the morning? Docs
your cignrct te taste different lalely? Don't use little
liver pills ... Sec Dr. Reed.
OUf own trouble fixer upper,
Dr. Reed, gladly checks on your digestion, cgcauon, ingestion and general parafanilla ... So don't worry ... If you
are really sick and have to go La the hospital, the Cortland
County Hospira! is one of the finest in Central New York.
Suppose you are at home ... you ale too much pickles
... cheese ... icc ('ream and lemonade ... Remcmber! .
I he college :\1.D. docs not make visits to yourliviug quarters.
Thusly.
If you need a doc lor in the nigh t . .. call your
local i\1.(). Irupcrtan t •.. The College insurance plan
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does not cover fees charged by local l\l.D.'s who treat
students ill their homes, unless of course you have taken
out 24 hour coverage.
More about that below. The college i\1.D. docs not treat students who are sent to the hospital though he often arranges for their admission.
So, keep fit and flitting and remember that every illness
should be reported La Dr. Reed. This is not so much to
protect you when you have a "Hed Code" as it is to protect
the rest of us. Chum, remember absences due to illness
must be reported to the Doctor before returning to class.
Insurance
We've told you what to do when you get slightly under
the weather ... but when you're already really demobilized
and headed for the hospital ... remember to get in touch
with Dr. Reed and tell him that vou arc on the wav to the
hospital ... Not that he ,v ill send you a bouquet of Rowers
or extra homework to keep caugh I up or anything so useful
... but it will save you some hard cash.
Remember, the $2.25 fee which you pay the first sernester with your other fees entitles you to coverage up 10
$250 every time you have an accident on campus or in a
supervised activity.
The money can be applied toward
any expenses which accrue as a direct result of your accident. YOLl don't gel the money, though. Present your
bills to Mr. Ibbotson, the insurance company's represcntativc in Cortland, and they will be taken Care of.
For 2-1:hour coverage. that is, coverage in case of an accident anywhere, anytime. you need only to pay an additional $7.50 on the same policy. This is an optional
offer made at reduced rate to the students of C.S.T.C.
In addition to <illthis the College Governing Board has
made arrangemen IS so that those of you who desire to take
hospital insurance in case of appendicitis or other emergencies. 1n order to take this insurance, it is necessary to
be covered with the 24 hour accident insurance policy.
Then for hospital insurance an additional premium is rcquired of 513.50 for women making a total premium of
$23.50 and of $10.80 for men making a total premium of
$20.80. While these premiums may seem high 10 your limited budget, <til individual polity of the same nature or even
our school insurance Irom last year would cost $S La $10
per studen t more.
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CONSTITUTION
O~' THE
CORTLAND COLLEGE ASSOCIATION
ARTICLE

I

Name
This Association
Association.

shall be called the Cortland

College

ARTICLE II
Purpose
This Association has for its purpose the promotion and
management of student affairs not academic in nature.
ARTICLE III
Membership
This Association shall include the following classifications of membership:
Section 1 Regular: Any student registered in the college.
Section 2 Associate: Any member of the administrative and instructional staffs.
Section 3 Honorary:
Honorary members shall be
proposed only by the College Governing Board and elected
to membership by a majority vale of the members of the
Associa lion.
Section 4 Membership Tax: Regular members shall
pay the full tax annually determined by the Association.
Associate members shall pay a tax which they shall determine annually before the first of May of the preceding
year.
ARTICLE IV
Officers
The Officers of the Associa lion shall consist of the President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer.
Section 1 Term of Office: The term of office shall be
from the time of installation of officers on Moving-Up-Day
2\

until the time of installation of OffiC€I'S on the next MovingUp-Day_
Section 2

E1i~ibility of Officers:

(a) No person shall be qualified to hold the office of
President who is 1101 a member of this Association
and who docs not have a minimum of 90 hours
of credit on or before September first following
the election,
(b) No person shall be qualified to hold the office of
Vice-President who is 1101 a member of the Association and who does not have a minimum of 59
hours of credit on or before the September first
following the election.
(e) No person shall be qualified to hold the office of
Secretary who is not a member of the Association
and who docs not have a minimum of 30 hours
of credit On or before the September first following
the election,
(d) No person shall be qualified to hold the office of
Treasurer who is not a member of the Association
and who docs not have a minimum of 59 hours
of credit on or before September first following
the election,
(c) All officers
or better,

111

LIsthave a scholastic average of "C'

ARTICLE V
Duties of Officers
Section 1 President: I t shall be the d uty of the Prcsident:
(a) To preside over all regular meetings of the Associa tion in Assembly and LO call special meetings
at his discretion or at the written petition of tell
(10) students.
(b) To preside over and be the chief executive of the
College Governing Board,
(c) To appoint all committees and chairmen not
otherwise provided for.
22

(d) To appoint a temporay secretary in the absence
of the regular secretary.
(e) To appoint a temporary treasurer in the absence
of the regular treasurer.
(f) To cooperate in enforcing a proper observation of
this constitution.
(go) To perform any other duties necessary in the promotion of good adminlstra tion.
Section 2 Vice-President:
It shall be the duty of the
Vice- President:
(a) To assume the duties of the President in his absence or at the request of the President.
(b) To act as Vice-President of the College Governing Board with the same duties as those for the
Association.
(c) To administer the annual elections of this Association.
Section 3 Secretary:
It shall be the duty of the Secretary:
(a) To keep a written record of all business transacted
at all meetings of the Assembly.
(b) To serve as Secretary of the College Governing
Board and to keep a written record of all proceedings during its meetings.
(c) To attend to all correspondence.
Section 4 Treasurer:
It shall be the duty of the Treasurer:
(a) To act as custodian of all funds of the Aaeociation.
(b) To act as Treasurer of the College Governing
Board.
(c) To provide tha t all checks issued shall bear the
signature of the Treasurer a nd that of one Associate member of the College Governing Board
who shall be appointed to this duty by the President.
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(d) To provide- all sponsored organizations receiving
money front the Association treasurv with uniform SC'rS of books anti instructions [or their use.
(0 ) To scrutinize all cxpcuclitures of sponsored organizations.
(f) To act as advisor

organizations

to the treasurers
of sponsored
in budget making.

ARTICLE VI
Legislation
Section 1 Legislative
Powers .. \ll legislative powers
of this Association 511,;111 be vested in <Ill Assembly of regular and associate members to be convened by the President
of the Associeticn monthly or oftener, on a day and hour
to be designated by the College Governing Board.
Section 2 Acts of the Assembly:
.\11 acts of the Assembly shall be binding on the Association when approved
by a majority of the members of the Association.
Section 3 Ltmnatton
of Debate: Debate may be
limited by the vote of a majority of those present in .\5serubly.
Section -I, Attendance in Assembly:
Attendance in
Assembly shall be mandatory except in case of illness or
other reason for a bseucc acceptable to the College Gcveruing Board. Penalty for continued unacceptable absence of
regular members from Assembly shall be forfeiture of mernbership. including all rights and privileges, with 110 refund
of membership tax.
ARTICLE VII
Administration
Section I Executive Power: The executive power of
this Association shall be VC5tCU in t he College Governing
Board.
Section 2 Officers of College Governing Hoard: The
officers of the Associa ticn shall be 1. he officers of 1he College
Governing Board.
Section 3

Members

of
24

the

College

Governing

Board;

In addition

to the Officers of the Association
two Freshmen, two Sophomores,
four Seuicrs, and three Associate members.

Board shall include
Juniors,

this
four

Section J Election
of Board Members:
Regular
members of I his Board, other than the Officers of the Association, shall be nominated
and elected by their respective
classes .. \s~oC'iate members of this Board shall be nominated nnd elected liy assembly of Associate members.
Section 5 Board Member Term of Office: Members
of this Board shall serve the same term of office as the
Officers of the Association.
Section 6 Further Term of Service: !\ term of service on the College Govoruing
Board shall nor be considcrcd as a disqualification
for further service on this Board
or in any other office of this Association.
Section 7 Standing
Fund:
Board shall maintain
a standing
five hundred dollars ($500).

8

Section

It shall

(d)

(c)

(f)
(g)
(h)

fund

Duties of the College
be the duty

of the College

(a) To he responsible

(b)
(c)

The College

LO

of not

Governing
more than

Oover'ntng Board:
Governing-

Board:

1he _vssocia tion for any of its

actions and to be present in a body at all meetings
of the Association
to nnswcr questions
concerning
policy.
To arraupo programs
for .Yssccintion
meetings.
To provide for publication of the College Directorv and Freshman
Handbook.
To approve all organizations
promoting
the welfare of the College [Inc! receiving support from the
Association throug-h its budget.
To review and pass upon thc constitutions
of
each organization receiving support Irom the Association
ihrcugh
its budget.
To execute all legislation
passed by the Aasocia tion.
To regulate and supervise
interclass
rivalry.
To be responsible
for all social regulations
under
I

he jurisdiction

of the Association.
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(i) To direct Moving-Up-Day activities.
revision of this constitution
when
deemed advisable.
(k ) To receive petitions and pass them on to the
Assembly.
(1) To supervise all Association elections.
(111) To investigate every financial request of all organizations main taiued by the Association, supervise all accounts, and prepare an annual budget
LO be submitted
10 the Assembly for adoption
at
the first business meeting of the Association after
Moving-Up-Day.
This budget may be altered,
rejected, or approved by the Assembly.
(n) To act as an advisory board to the Association.
(0) To meet regularly once a week at a time and place
determined bv a vote of its members unless otherwise arranged for at the discretion of the President of the Association or there is not sufficient
business La jusjify a meeting.
(j) To initiate

ARTICLE VIII
Quorum
A majority of the members of this Association shall constitu tc a quorum for l he transact ion of business at an Association meeting.
ARTICLE IX
College Association
Court
The judicial power of the Association shall be vested 1I1
the College Association COLIrt.
Section 1 Members:
The Court shall be made up of
four students, two faculty members and the Dean of
Women. The studcrn members shall he appointed by the
College Governing" Board. The faculty members shall be
elected by a majorit y vote of the faculty.
Section 2 Term of Office: The members of the Court
shall serve the same term of office as the officers of this
Association and may serve successive terms.
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Section 3 Delegation of Power: By authority of the
Association the Court shall have final decision in disagreemerits invoking interpretation of the constitution.
The Association may, by a majority vote of the Assembly, delegate to the Court or to the College Arbitration
Organization the power of Iinal decision in any ron travers)'.
Section -l- Duties or the Court: It shall be the duty
of the Ccu rt:
(a) To render decisions and impose pcnah ics in upholding and interpreting colleg-e social traditions
and standards under the jurisdiction of the Asscciation.
(b) To carry out Association and Governing Board
reg-ulations and apply penalties for infractions
thereof.
(c) To [let as interpreter of the consriunicn and enforce its provisions.
(d) To have the privilege of acting- at all times in an
advisory capacity La the College Governing
Board.
(e) To seek methods LO prevent the breaking of
rcgu la t ions.
Section 5 Procedure of the Court: The Court shall
determine its own procedure unless thc Associa ticn recommends a specific procedure.
ARTICLE X
Amendment
This constitution and its by-laws may be amended by
two-thirds of the members of the Association voting in
Assembly. The proposed amendment shall have been announced in a meeting or the associa tion and posted on the
main bulletin board a t least one week before being voted
upon.
ARTICLE XI
Parliamentary Procedure
All meetings of this Association and its College Cove-ning- Board shall be governed by Robert's Rules of Order,
Revised.
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BY-LAWS
ARTICLE I
Elections
Section 1 Nominations:
Nominations of officers of
the Association may be made by a petition signed by fifty
members of the Association and delivered to the College
Governing Board at least two days prior to the first meetil1g of 1he Associa Iion in March at which lime verbal nom inations of these nominees shall be made from the floor,
Nominations for Sophomore, Junior, and Senior membership in the C. G. B. shall be made by members of the respecrive classes at the first class meeting in April. Nominations for Freshmen membership all the College Governing Board shall be made by members of the Freshman Class
in Special Class Assembly (called by the President of the
Associa ticn ) after the first Len weeks of the college year.
Section 2 Secret Ballot: All elections shall be by secret written ballot and by a majority vote.
Section 3 Supervision:
All Association elections shall
be supervised by the College Governing Board.
Section 4 Date of Annual Elections:
The elections
for Officers of the Asaociation shall be held during the first
school week after the first meeting of the Association in
March at a time and place designated by the College Governing Board. The elections for members of the College
Governing Board (excepting Freshman) shall be held
during the first week in .\pril after the first meeting of the
respective classes in April at a time and place designated
by the College Governing- Board. A special Freshman
election shall be held after I he f rat ten weeks of the college
year.
Section 5 Succession
to Office: r n cases of resignation (or other reasonable inability to continue to fullfil the
duties of office cousistunt with the welfare of the association) of an officer of this Association the members of the
College Governing Board shall elect, by secret ballot one
of their number to the office vacated.
In cases of resignation {or other reasonable inability to continue to fullfil
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1 he duties of office consisr ent with the welfare of t he association of a memebr of the College Governing Board a
special el .ctiou to fill the. vacancy shall be held as determined by the Associatiou Assembly.

ARTICLE

II

Committees
Section 1. Standing and Special Committees:
These may be appointed at the discretion of and by the
President of the Association.
Section 2 Reappointment::-\lI Committees and momhers thereof may be reappointed by the President of (he
Association.
Section 3 Records: AU committees of this Association
shall keep a written record of the main and important
items of 1 heir work and shall turn over such record to the
College Governing Board on completion of their work or
at any rune requested by the Board.
ARTICLE III
Sponsored Organtze ttons
The following organizations shall receive support
this Association through its budget:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

from

Women's Athletic Association
Didascalciou
Hilltop Press
Lyceum
Masquers
Student Activities Council
Music Council
Health Council
Cardinal Key Society
Assembly

ARTICLE IV
Finance
All expenses of the Association and all authorized indebteduess shall be met by a per capita tax levied annually
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subject to the provisions in Ar-ticle I [I of the Constitution.
The finances shall be under the jurisdiction of the College
Governing Board.
Section I Audit: The College Governing- Board is
hereby authorized 10 employ a competent auditor who
shrill audit the books of the Association and of each organixation receiving suppor-t from the Association through its
budget.
Section 2 Bi-monthly
Report: The College Governing Board shall publish 'or post :1 bi-monthly statemcn t of
Association finances. This report shall contain the current
receipts and expenses of the Association and also of each
organization
receiving support
from the . vssocia I ion
through its budget and for this purpose the treasure» of
each organization shall turn ill a report of all current receipts and expenditures to the College Governing Board
by October first, January (nat, March first and April first.
Section 3 Annual
Budget': The College Governing
Board shall formulate (in open hearing) and submit to the
Association for final approval, the Annual Budget. The
heads of each organization shall appear individually before
the Board and must, through the usc of previous accounts
and statistics prove the justification of each item to the
satisfaction of a majority of the Board, the President of
the Association voting. The Board shall have the power
to revise, reduce, or increase the estimates.
Section 4- Limitation
of Expenditure:
1\0 organization shall spend one year more than the amount appropriated to it by the Association at the beginning of that year,
except by special dispensation of the Colleg-e Governing
Board.
Section 5 Limitation
of Debt: No organization shall
contract debts the sum total of which exceeds the amount
of its appropriation for rhc previous year.
Section 6 Withholding
of Funds:
Whenever any
organization shall, in the opinion of the College Governing
Board, violate any of the preceding sections the Board
shall have the power to withhold funds from that organization. Withholding of funds shall be at the discretion of
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the Board. Organizations may appeal La the Association
in Assembly for redress.
Section 7 Payment of Allotment: The Treasurer of
the Association shall pay (by check) one-half of each organization's allotment (voted by the Aesccia tion in Assembly) to the Treasurer of each organization during the
first month of each semester except when total membership
in the Association drops below the budget estimate in
which case payment to each organization shall be on a
percentage basis. If the total membership exceeds the
budget estimate the excess shall be apportioned to each
organization on a percentage basis.
Section 8 Unexpended Funds: No organization shall
be permitted 10 held over any unexpended funds except
by special dispensation of the College Governing- Board.
TI-IE STUDENT ACTIVITY PROGRAM
To meet the need for some control in the student activity program the following regulations are made:
A. Activities are scheduled on three days a week, thus
limiting the number of available choices.
(See the general schedule at the end.)
I. The three days are Monday, Wednesday, Tbursday.
2. Monday evening is to be kept free of all activities
including iutramurals, dramatics, special rehearsals and the like in order that there will be no
conflict with the scheduled meetings of the administrative councils such as College Governing
Board and The Social Activities Council.
3. If a period must be used for some special event
such as a lyceum number, the scheduled activities will be canceled.
B. Students are limited in the number of activities they
may elect.
1. Activities arc designated as major, minor, or unrestricted according to the number of meetings
per month demanded, and according to the
amount of outside work required.
a. The assignment of activities is as follows:
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Major

Varaity
Hilltop
College
Dance

Sports
Press
Governing Board
Clubs

Masquers
Glee Club
Aquatic Club
Orchestra

Minor

Executive Council and Officers of:
American Childhood Education Association
Executive

Council and Officers of:

American
Recreation

Executive

Association

Health,

Physical

Educa ticn

and

Council and Officers of:
Athletic Council

\~'Oll1CI1'S

Executive Council and Officers of:
Men's Athletic Council
Executive Council and Officers of:
Newman Club
Executive Council and Officers of:
Student Christian
Fellowship
Executive Council and Officers of:
Social Activities Council
Executive Council and Officers of:
Interfraternity
Council
Unrestricted
lntrarnurals
International
Club

Women's Athletic Association
Cultural

Men's Athletic Association
Kappa Delta Pi

Sororities and Fraternities

Delta Psi Omega

Dldascaleion
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2. Entering freshmen are limited to one major and
one minor activity.

3. Sophomores

not on the ineligible list of the previous semester may elect two major and two
minor activities.

'1. Any freshmen Or sophomore appearing on the
inelegihle list must drop nil major activities, but
may keep the minor activities.
5. Any Iresbman or sophomore on the honor list
for one complete semester is unrestricted in his
choice of activities for the next term.
6. Any upper classmen on the ineligible list must
drop all mujor activities,
7. All upper classmcn 110t on the ineligible list for
the previous semester is unrestricted
in his
choice of activities.
8. The ineligibility
ministrat ion.
C.

Administration

list is determined

by the Ad-

of the Activity Program

L Activities

are scheduled on the calendar in the
Dean's office.
2. Eligibility will be determined by C. G. B.
a, Students

obtain activity cards from C. C. B.

b. When all cards are. collected by the organization presidents, they are to he filed with
C. G. B.
c. Change of activities can be made only by
petitioning C. G. B.
d. Cards will be checked periodically against the
ineligibility list and sponsors notified if ineligibility occurs.
D.

Appeals [or exceptions to the above rules shall be
taken to the College Governing Board.
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Big Sister-Brother
Org.
Are you down in the dumps or just plain confused? If
RO, perhaps you would like to talk it over wilh someone
who has had a year or two at State Teachers College and
has already gone through what. you are now experiencing.
That someone is your Big Sister or Brother who will take a
personal interest in you and your activities and will answer
any questions you might have.
When you received a card saying you had a big sister I
brother ... you probably wondered what it was all about.
Upon arriving at Cortland you had a million and one quostons on your mind about everything from "\Vhat should
1 wear to school the first day" to "Can 1 chew gum in
class"?
. Your big sister /brothcr tried to contact you by
mail before you Came to Cortland and in person after you
arrived. l t's her responsibility to show you the ropes anti
gel you well acquainted with e.S.T.e. before you begin
all your own.
You'll have her address and should feci free
La call on her a t anv time ...
P.S .. vnswcr to "Can I chew
gum in. class?" . 'Use your imagination
WHAT TO WEAR AND WHERE
Girls ..
Sweaters and skirts reign supreme here just as in every
other college. A gal can be just going to school or down for
a sundae or out on a date ... but she goes in a sweater and
a skin nine times out of ten. A dressy dress for church
and the teas nnd some parties is an essemial. Jeans and
plaid shirts? You bet! You'll want them for some of our
parties as well <.15 for Saturdays.
Be sure and pack that
nift.y little formal too 'cause you'll want that for some of
our extra-special dances and affairs. Let me warn you
that winter in Cortland is something so you'll want those
sharp ski suits, snuggles, and believe me, if you can dig up
SOme long red flannels, you'll be the envy of everyone.
You'll be swimming, skating (ice and roller) skiing, hiking,
playing tennis, and sleeping so you'll want just. the things
that you've always worn when you've felt like going
rugged. Loafers and socks are LOpstoo. Don't think that
it's necessary for you to get a. complete new wardrobe just
because you're coming to college. Clothes arc harder and
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harder to get now, and really your high school clothes arc
just the thing. They may be old clothes, but somehow
you look and feel quite different in them than you did before. Could it be because you're a college gal now?
Men ....

Put away your tux ... and pull out your flashy sweaters
and slax .
Dig out that pre-war pair of saddle shoes.
stick a pipe in your mouth.
. all set? Man! . . are you
collegiate!
Just come as you are ... You'll need your dress up suit
for school dances and other types of sociallife. Sometime
you might be called upon to do a bit of hard work
dirty work, La you.
. so don't forgel the jeans and old
shins ... Bring along your athletic equipment ... boxing
equipment, track shoes, tennis racquet ... baseball and
football equipment which is near and dear to your heart
. . and general athletic: clothing.
but
. most of all
bring along those heavy clothes
. Cortland is famous
for its winters ... and 'Snow fun 10 be cold ... especially
In May, when we still have snow on the ground.
FROSH

CLASS ORGANIZATION
the campus for
awhile becoming familiar with places, faces, and the metropolis of Cortland.
After you've been tested, rested,
and inducted into our midst, you arc all called together in
thc auditorium fora nice cozy chat. l tis a t this assembly
that you nominate a chairman to take care of the Fresh
affairs and to represent you. He or she (as the case may
be) doesn't have too much LO do do and is active only
until the early part of November.
By the time November
rolls around, you all are pretty well acquainted with each
other, we hope, and you have a chance to change your
minds about your officers. It is at this meeting that you
elect your President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer, and do away with your temporary chairman (not
literally, mind you).
From November on there is nomore mind-changing, and you are on your own as a class.
You will sponsor a party or two, you will assist at various
school functions, and oh you will be lots of help to us-we
hope. Start saving up novel ideas for parties and things
now, so that your parties will be a big success. We'll see
to it that you're really buaain', cousin.
.\l! you happy little Frosh trot around
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WEEKENDING

IN CORTLAND

Spirits are high in Cortland State on weekends. There
are any number of things to cia besides taking your Saturday night bath and washing clothes.
There are all
kinds of parties at school on Friday or Saturday
nights.
Some of them you will attend in jeans and plaid shirts.

and others will require
you get acquainted at
square dance, you'll
games, you'll produce

your neatest outfits.
Noc only will
these parties, but you'll round and
go scavenger

hunting,

you'll

play

skits on the spur of the moment,

and you'll have just loads of Fun. Alter the party there's
the C. S. T. C. hangouts
to invade like the Chocolate

Shop and Marian-Margaret's.
The pool at school is open on Saturday

morning from

nine to eleven for free swimming
that means everybody's allowed, and it also means that you aren't required
to pa y anything.
As you probably know, Cortland has
grand skiing weather, and it's a wonderful place for hiking.
Then there arc the two theatres, and there's a rollerdrorne
not too far off. You'd be surprised how well our [acuity
skate.
All in all, there's never a dull moment here at
Cortland State, and boy is that bed super after putting in
a full day!

College Slang
Before you're here very long, fresh, you'll begin to
notice some rather queer expressions we use around here.
To explain some Of these is the purpose of this section of
your Bible.
Fooling around is often referred to as "batting"
around,
"ratting" around, or even "[itaing" around.
You'll find
these very useful words in your vocabulary.
If ever you [inti yourself beset with a "sob sister" whom
you would like to squelch, just say, "Tough",
and watch
her squirm.
The more sarcastic the tone, the better the
result.
Whatever
you do, try not to get into the habit of swearing. It's a tough habit to break and remember you're
training to be teachers.
\Vhy not usc less powerful expressions like "jeeum Crow," "Holy cats," "holy satchel,"
"geepers," or just plain "nuts."
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You'll probably hear a lot. of these Lwo words, "sly"
and "lusb." They can be used to mean practically anything-and
believe me they are.
We often refer to our lire as being in a rut. You've probably used this expression before so we'll not explain further.
When one is angry, he is taking a big burn or scorch.
You'll probably find loads of occasions to use these words.
When life get.s LOO complicated for someone, just say,
"Don't let it throw you," which being freshly translated
means not to leL things get. you down.
The word "crave" can also be used many ways. It's
general meaning is "to like." Another word often heard
with crave is zoot which means right, as "That isn't the
"zoot" way to write that paper."
For those of you who already find yourself addicted to
tobacco you'll find these little sayings useful. We often
refer to smoking as taking a "drag" on a "weed."
The
"weed" referring to the cigarette.
You'll note tha t there are qu ite a lew people around who
like La jitterbug.
. well we call it "jilting," just to make
it easier.
T. S. is quite a well used expression around the campus.
Don't ask for the literal translation, but the general idea
is "Lao bad."
You'll also lind quite a few of your classes abbreviated.
Examples migh t be, "psych.," for psychology, "1'. & 1\1."
for tests and measurements, "H. & P." for History nnd
Principles, "Org. & Ad." for Organization and Administration, and many others. Also you'll find that there arc
nicknames for the teachers.
Chugger is one of the first
ones you'll hear, and then you'll hear Mr. Holloway referred to as Prof., Mr. McWiflians referred to as Mac, but
to be on the safe side, we wouldn't advise you La use these
nick-names too often.
What's What
To fnmilinrizc you with those little odd!':and ends which
would puzzle the great wbodeenic . . if he were to listen
to the average Cortland college conversation
JUNIOR ROCK .... Massive hunk of granite planted
by nature on the archery range ..
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FROSI-r ROCK ....
Defaced and claimed for future
years by the class of 1945 .
D. V.....
Shortened pronounciauon of Smith ... used
in reference to Dr. Smith ... President of your college ...
OSCAR..
. Full grown skeleton .. used extensively
throughout the Physical Education course.
NORMAL STUDENT .... That's you ... Mary ...
The townspeople ... forget that you are a college student
and upon occasion slip into
"there goes a Normal student" .,. grin and bear it
.
FROSH
. A meek mild animal with green cap who
waits to find out what the score is before trying to steal
home on a fly ball ....
SOPHOMORE.
..
A strutting peacock with an eye
on erring Fresh and a strong memory for the humiliations
he had La go through when he was a Froeh.
JUN lOR.
. A giraffe with its head in the clouds wondering how he ever got to where he is ....
SENIOR .... An over nourished.
. under exercised
colt with its hoofs glued to the ground waiting for the
starting bell .
FACUL TV
.. House of hens hatching for th a crate
of promising young student chickens.
Pl-IYS. ED. .
. A husky specimen of humanity who
exhibits a continual state of fatigue.
G. E. . .. A person who worries about whether she
should go bowling or play tennis to make up a gym period ..
prNKEY .... A gruesome worm who has its head in a
book so long that teachers begin to think the worm is a
student ....
TREr\'CI-I COAT .... An article which is worn continually until it takes on a dingy grey appearance ... this article is always accompanied by a kerchief which is used to
cover up hair which has been misused and generally
abused ...
"DID" .... Short for Diduscaleicn .... Yearbook ..
which everyone receives a L the end of lite year.
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R. M ....
Remedial Music ... A group of selected SlUdents whose unusual voices qualify them for special a uenlion
lime joke (?) Laugh when you gel it.

Literally professional attitude
.

P.,\
110

jeans
H.E

flgura tively

or theoretically a phys. ed.: practiall brain work .. , no fatigue

In theory,

cally a G.E
A.P ...

...

_ Applied psychology

... A smile a day keeps the

E's away .
Lounge Lizard ... Ccnlandirc in a relaxed state, usually
engaged in laying-a smoke SCreen or u-ying to get away from
it all ..
PINES _ , __ Place where green trees grow .. _ . where
couples gather _ ...
where groups have outdoor picnics
... - where you work all Timber Day. __ . and where it's
nice to go .
FROSH BIBLE
. _ This little book which you
carry with you so religiously _ .. _ until once you forget it
and are slopped by an upperclassman .... who in turn rcports you to the _
VIGILANCE COMMITTEE.
_ .. \Vhich is a group of
individuals which plots how to skin a Fresh without shedding blood
THAT'S WHAT
_
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LOCAL NOOKS
AND CRANNIES

The Library
One of the buildings we are all pulling for in the postwar
period is a new library for State College. Ours is a growing
library. I t now has about 30,000 copies and adds about
10,000 new volumes each year. It is located on the second
300r opposite the stairway in the center of the building.
In addition to a large main reading room a reserved book
room is connected by two stack rooms. If you have any
trouble finding your way around just ask the librarian
at the circulation desk. All books, pamphlets, etc., which
you want to take out of the library should be charged out
at this desk. J list a reminder ... be sure to get them in at
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the time due or you pay a librar-y fine. Sometime students
101these line" accummulate and pay them in service. but
it is better LO render the service and get paid for it so let's
~CI books in em time ...
Shall we? .
The regulations of
library books will be explained La surdcnts early in the
college year. If, however, library techniques are still
Greek to you, be sure La call on the librarians, Mrs. Days,
or :\1r5. Harvey for special help. They will show you the
ropes in short order. The exact hours when the library
opens will be announced at the beginning of the year, but
they will be for your convencnce ....
Lounge
Low - and - Bee Hold ... A beaut of a Lounge ... What
could be sweeter during that len minute intermission between classes, than a puff on that once famous cigarette?
Eh? . You don't smoke?
. "Val, don't let that
bother you ... Our lounge is a super duper two room affair
... The smokers use the north room and the nay-smokers
relax in the south room ..
Who could ask for marc than the new Juke box ... the
piano.
. the fire place..
new furniture.
. rugs
drapes ... Just remember .. , Fresh ... Soph ... Junior
.. Senior
. It's your lounge ... Ownership involves
responsibility ... use a little extra effort to keep the lounge
looking "A La Snaz!"
Lounge Committee
The Lounge Committee is made up of appcimees mutually agreeable La the president of the college and the president of the student organization.
They are the ones who
look after the lounge ... Just for you.
Bulletin Boards
How to be the well informed student
Give a look
ever-y now and sometime during the day at the Bulletin
Boards ... You will know just where and when your class
has a meeting.
whether or not some instructor would
like to see your pleasing personality.
. or maybe there's
a job waiting [or you because of your special abilities
Don't be coy now ... keep and eye on the bulletin boards
located on the corners of main and first as you enter the
floor ....
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:\ bulletin board is crammed full of Physical Education
notices outside the office of Mr. Moench ... Then too, we
have a board all the second floor outside the library ... and
board of boards ... we must remember never to forget to
watch the Ililltop Press board outside the office of Dr.
Sawyer for assignmcnrs due too Roan
Lost and Found
With all those keys, books, fountain pens and pencils
.
You'll probably find yourself, sooner or later, looking
for something that just isn't there. Eight times out of ten.
you'll find your prize possessions in the Lost and Found
department located in 3 tiny nook of our Dean's office,
The other Iwo times, you'll be out of luck
If something is lost we quite often can lind it, but if it's "taken"
there's not much we can do about it. If you lind anything
that doesn't belong to you, it's customary to take it to
the Lost and Found department, and in thai. way, what's
lost may soon, and easily, be found ....
At Home
The girls live in homes throughout the city or in one of
the six sorority houses. AU student resident
places arc
approved by the college and visited regularly by the Dean
of Women. In some homes girls work for their board and
room. The men likewise live in student residences approved by the college or in Beta Phi Epsilon which is at
present the only Iraternit.y on the hill.
We hope it won't be long now before State has a new
Student Union and Residence Hall. \Ye have swell plans
for one large enough to house lOa men and 100 women.
All we need is a magic lamp and a half million dollars to
have it ready for you this September.
. (lJave you a
little spare money and all old lamp jingling around in your
pocket? ... dig it out ... Sure could use i rl )
Seriously though.
. we have big plans for Cortland
... our new library ... a half million dollar one ... a new
Health and Physical Education building
., $ one.
Another athletic field and camp ...
In 19-J.+ Xlr. George A. Brockway Rave us $100,000
for a new student union resident hall facilities ... Sure
and we're going places.
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BETA PHI EPSILON

FRATERNITY

To you new students, male population only, these few
lines should be helpful in orientating you ro some of the
somewhat puzzling activities which take place here at
Cortland during rushing and pledging for "the frat" of the
Hill.

The Beta Phi Epsilon fraternity I!'>a local fraternity
composed of physical education majors. At a given dale
next spring many of you will be invited to a rushing party
at the fraternity house. Those physical education men
who are rushed by the fraternity will be determined on I he
basis of their scholastic average, character, and personality
or in other words all I he basis of the whole physical, mental, emotional and spiritual makeup of the individual.
Of those that attend the rushing party, a more select.
number from this group are sent pledge invitations giving
them the opportunity of pledging to the fraternity.
The
obligations involved in pledging are mainly participation
in the experiences of the hell weekends, the dates of which
are set by the Interfraternity
Council. If, alter expcriencing these memorable weekends, the individual is felt
worthy of membership in the fraternity, he will be invited
to the formal initiation and dinner which takes place
shortly after the hell weekends.
The Beta Phi Epsilon Fraternity has upheld many of the
enjoyable traditions of past years here at Cortland, with
this same zest and spirit it will do so in the future.
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SORORITIES
Watch cha wanna no?
The sororities at Cortland Stale are: Alpha Delta, .\lpha
Sigma Alpha, Arcrhusa, Nu Sigma Chi, Sigma Sigma
Sigma, and Theta Phi. The six sororities are one in their
spirit for State Teachers College affairs. Each, however, is
secret and enlists its membership through a rush period.
What Is Rushing?
Rushing means LO be invited by sorority members to
social affairs during t he rushing season. Here a L Cortland
rushing- includes only invitations to planned rush parties.
Two or three sororities will have rushing par! ies on one
night, bur these parties arc so planned that the rushee may
attend all parties invited. That is. the panic); are given
from 7 to 9, 8 La 10,9 to \ I. The rushee is perfectly free
to leave one party to attend another.
_\ rushee does not
send an acceptance Or regret unless she would have attended that part) if she could.
If You Do Not Wish To Be Rushed
Give your name to the Dean of Women, This list will
be open to sorcrit.ics before the bcgi nning of rushing !;Ct\50n.
May Upperclassman Be Rushed?
If upperclassmen, for reasons of I heir Own, were unable
or did nOL wish [0 join sororities earlier, and if they transfer or wish to be considered for rushing, they should leave
their names with the Dean of Women. This list is open
for sorority inspection at the beginning of any rushing
season.
What Is Ridding?
Bidding means LO be invited to JOin a sorority.
If you
wish to join some sorority, you should attend every sorority to which you arc invited at least once to make certain
whether or not you wish to continue being rushed by that
sorority. If you do nOL wish 10 be hid 10 a particular so·
rarity, you should stop aucndtng its parties \\ hen your
mind is deflnirely

made tip.
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How Is Preferential Bidding Carried On?
Each sorority hands to the Dean of Women (at the end
of the rushing season) three lists of the rushees they would
like to bid, arranged in order of their preference . ..-\\ the
same time each rushee hands to the Dean of Women a list
of their sorority wishes numbered 1-2-3 in order of preference. If the name of the rushee appears on the first list of
her first preference, she is taken in by tha t sorority.
If,
however, her name is on the second list., and some of the
girls who were on the firstlist did not pledge that sorority,
she might also be taken in by tbu t soror-ity. This also aplies to the third list. If not, her number two choice is considered. And so it goes so Lhat no rushee is sure of which
sorority of her three choices she is to join until she receives
word From the Dean, about a day after she has handed in
her list. Neither arc the sororities sure of the girls they are
to receive until t hcv receive from the Dean of Women the
list of names of rhcgirls who accepted the bids.
What Are "Silent Days"?
There are one or LwOdays known as "silent days" between (he lime you hand in your list of preferences and
the night you call at the sorority to accept your bid. During this lime no rushee may be in the company of or may
talk to any sorority member. This docs not mean that
you may not speak to the sorority members, but you cannot carryon a extended conversation with them without
reflecting unfavorably on both the sorority and yourself.
Since neither you nor the sororities know to which sorority
you are to be pledged, the advantages of the silent days
are obvious.
What Is A Pledge?
.A rushee becomes a pledge when she calls at the sorority
house on the specified evening to accept her bid.
How Long Is It Before A PledJ!e May Become A Club
Member?
Pledges may become sorority members when they have
a scholarship average of C or above for a full twen ty week
ter-m. 1\ pledge must become a member by the beginning
of her junior year. If at this time her minks or her finances
prevent her r rom joining, she shou It! wi thdraw or her \\ i thdrawal becomes automatic.
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What Is Expected of Sorority Members?
Members are expected to attend

bi-monthly

meetings,

10 part.icipa te in all sorority social events, La live in the
sorority house if financially able and space permits, and

to uphold the honor of the college and sorority.
They
should plan to spend weekends in town when necessary to
meet sorority social engagements.
What Are the Expenses of Belongtng to a Sorority?
Sorority expenses vary slightly with the different 501'01'1ties. However, the following list gives the average expenscs:

initiation

$5, due when

formally

initiated;

yearly

expense $5 10 $10, including- dues, COSts of parties. ctc.,
payable at the time designated by the sorority; board and
room in the house including two meals daily-Sl90
a semester
.. three meals daily $210 a semester (subject to
change).
The student

furnishes her own ba t h linens, bedding, and
accessories.
Members
not living in the sorority
houses are generally required to pay an out-of-house tax,
a summer tax, or a similar tax by another name, ranging
from $5 to $10 a year. This tax gives out-of-house
merubers the privilege of enjoying the sorority house for individual or group recreation.
1'00111

Sororities expect pledges, upon becoming full-fledged
members, to make a written pledge La pay from SSO to
SlOO after graduation.
This sum is usually paid in equal
installments
of $5 to $10.
What Are the Advantages of Joining a Sorority?
A sorority engenders many life long friendships and develops a cooperative spirit. and a tolerance for an understanding of others.
It enables members from various
home backgrounds to learn to live and work together. It
gives flue training in consideration for others, in social contacts, and in etiquette.
It has the advantages of giving
nearly all its members, some time before graduation, responsibilities of varied natures.
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Opeutngs
"cry early in the fall, you will be.invited to go on a grand
tour and see the sorority and fraternity houses. Hop on
the band wagon and visit the sorority girls and frat men
and give them a chance to meet you. See all the clever
ideas in the dorms. Here Cortland State hospitality will
make you feci at home, and you will ::iCC it a t its best.
Watch for house opcning!l

House

rnterfraternity Council
'The Interfraternity Council at present is composed of
two representatives from each sorority.
It covers all
activities carried on by these organizations.
!t is the
body responsible for enforcing rushing rules and generally
providing for the student welfare in the fraternities.
Attendance
Why come to college .. , if you aren't going to come
to college? That could cover the Cortland philosophy on
attendance,
Everybody goes to every class all the lime .. ,
We don't have a cut system at State. VOLI are responsible
for your work"
If you arc absent from class more than
once or twice your work is bound to suffer and you will
undoubtedly be penalized.
If you arc absent from class or
even la te to class often enough to make a nuisance of yourself you may be notified that you no longer need to come
at all . .. Sounds harsh ... eh?.,
Continued."
Repetition of this offense in numerous classes would mean dismissal from college. We'd Iike Latell you tha 1. every class
is so interesting that you'd never want. to cut but it just
isn't true ..
Just the same we all go to every class at Stale,
. We
can take it. Classes start at eight in the morning and go
on through the night. There is a ten minute intermission
between every fifty minute class, .. Thus every class is
over at ten minutes to the hour and every class begins
directly on the hour
You can devote your free ten
minutes to writing a lettcr . . finishing up all your homework.
, smoking or lounging in the lounge,
. dashing
home to sec if that letter came yet.
. and so on into the
night .. ,
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PUBLICATIONS
J-I illtop Press

Rise to the top ... be an editor ... If you've read this
far in the bible you must hove some interest ill reading and
writing.
. Tryout for the Hilltop Press.
You may like etraigh tnews writing ... then you're a
first page writer ... you may have a tang of originality
about your personality ... why waste it?
jot it down
on paper am] you're a Feature writer
How about
Sports coverage? ... You never miss a game ... might
just as well write it up and get yourself a spot on the sports
staff .. , So.
. you don't write . . Don't feci badly.
we all can't be another Mrs. Roosevelt ... Join up on the
Business Staff or the Service Staff which corresponds with
the Cortland State boys in the service ... Come on! .
Let's see you at that first Hilltop Press meeting ...
Didascalelon
The "Did" has long been Cortland's pride .. It is the
yearbook which tells 0 story of a year gone by ... and the
people who helped build the reputation of Cortland State
.. "We do our best to put out a "Did" that is tops.
"
You-pay for the "Did" in your initial student fee at the
beginning of the term and the book is given to every student at Commencement time ... The staff is made lip of
members of the Senior class and underclassmen acting as
assistants ... Another place where you can shine' ..
Student

Directory

I n the late fall, after you've had a good chance to meet
people and you are beginning to wonder where you can
call so-and-so. and where someone else lives, a little booklet is priu ted by the "Bela Boys
."Saio liu!c booklet
S3}'S ...
Mar-y jones ... home address ... school address
telephone number.
. class grouping.
What more
could you ask from said "little booklet?"
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WIIO
College Governing Board ...
Who published this hand book? (See first page)
Who regulates your student fees? ... Who represents you
as a student body? Who budgets that money to the various
college organizations? .. , Who worries about the cigarette
butt burns on the lounge floor? ...
(Vou Shouldl )
.
"Who Stole My Heart Away"
You guessed it
or
maybe you didn't ... anyhow.
It's your College Coverning Board
. Made up of two faculty members.
four seniors ... four juniors ... two sophomores ... and you
· .. as one of the two representatives for the freshman class
· . Get to know who your representatives are..
they
hold meetings every Tuesday night when deemed necessary.
(might just as well say every Tuesday night) ...
If you have any pet grieve ... Why not have it brought up
at the meeting ... Get into the swing of things and get
behind your C. G. B.... This august body is not composed
of long beards but long heads. It represents both students
and faculty. It is an administrative organization established to execute the regula tions set up by the assembly
·
Be sure La read the Constitution
. and prepare to
take your place as a responsible citizen in the college cornmunity. Everyone has a right to be heard.
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COUNCILS
Social Activities Council
Who plans all these gay ole times you have been reading
about?
. A group of people who certainly seem La have
your interests at heart ... Present! ng ... the Social Activities Council
Here's a little bit about the organization of the S. A. C.
l t is composed of a small group of students, both men and
women, both phys eds and G. E.'s plus the guiding and
stabilizing presence of the Dean of Women who sees that
the plans for the next party don't go too far out of this
world!
Naturally, the main purpose of the S. A. C. is La give
you ... Hannah ... Josephine ... Ezra ... Zekc .. a good
time on those evenings when you push studies aside and
go looking for the glamor of college life. 1f you're tired
of just plain dances, (which we doubt you ever will be)
the S. A. C. surprises you with a rollicking roller-skating
party.
Or if the grind has been pretty wearing, and
you're just too tired to skate Or dance, there's a movie for
you, where you can sit back and relax and let the people
on the screen do all the work. These are just a few of the
things which the S.A.C. plans for you. There arc square
dances and Leas, street dances and out door playdays.
You'll never really know them all until you get here.
The hardest part of the S. A. C.'s job, like yours, is
living within the budget. JUSt so much of the student
government monies is spent the way you students want
it spent. If one of its members gets a much lOO expensive
... high-falutin idea for a party, the other members judge
the idea vcry fairly and then perhaps send it to its doom
. BUll10 matter
whether party expenses are $100.00 or
$1.00.
It's still a good party ... You'll find out!
The Catch
While the activities council makes its appeal to everyOne in the college to participate in activities outside the
classroom, it is perhaps necessary to admonish freshmen
that after- alI college requires some brain work. Budget
your time so that you can do your reading in the librar-y
and study in your room as well as the social things that
exer-t a greater appeal _..
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CARDINAL KEY SOCIETY
The College Governing Board is sponsoring a new organization, the Cortland Cardinal Key, in response to the
need for some means of helping visi rors to the college feel
that they are welcome here 311d that we arc interested in
them. This organization is composed of representative!'
of each class, both rncn and women from the general, health
and physical education departments will be represented
propor tionarely according La the number enrolled in the
respective courses. These members will be on call to show
visitors through the school and to entertain them.
Reread ...

Rethink

...

Re Do ...

or Regret ...

I n many respects, this is your most important year and
you had better gel on the beam right at the start Or you
mar gel oIT your course.
Don't forget, tOO, that DOCLor
Smith. Dr. Brown, Dr. Leach, and Mr. Xlocnch-e-all of
I hem-arc
always glad La see you and talk over your problems with vou. Call on them before it is too late for them
10 help you.
It is perfectly all rig-hi for you to drop into
their office JUSt to get acqunin ted. Cortland is a friendly
school .
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
The Music Council
The Music Council coordinates the interests of all the
musical organizations in the school. J t determines the
general policies of the various student music clubs and if'
composed of the presidents of the different organizations
and one other member from each organization elected by
the membership .. vnyone who enjoys music has a right to
be heard on the Music Council.
Il

The Women's and Men's Glee Clubs
Cortland has long been known for iTS excellent Glee
Clubs.
During: the war the Men's Glee Club was disbanded for obvious reasons. But now with men again on
the campus, the Men's Glee Club will be reorg-anized
under (he direction of Mr .. Yndrew Bansc. The Women's
Glee Club will open i ts twcnty-scr-ond season under the
direction of Miss Pauline Meyer. Membership is limited
5,1

to sixty, but Ircsbrncn <Ireinvited to apply for an audition.
This is not a formidable ordeal to anyone who has had auy
glee club experience in high school. One of the most impressivc ceremonies of t he year is the Christmas Candle
Light Carol Sing. If you don't make the Glee Club, you
can enjoy the Carol Sing' just the same. Perhaps one of
the most siguificarn events of the year is the Spring Concert. If you are in terested in ei t her the M..:n'Ror Women 'a
Glee Club, apply to Mr. Banse or Miss Meyer.
Occasionally tlH.'SC two glee clubs unite for a mixed
chorus.

111 College Orchestra and Band
Cortland now has on its staff an instrurnemal specialist,
Mr. Andrew Bansc, who is La direct a band and an orchesIra. If you play an instrument, be sure to bring it to
Cortland State and prepare for an audition fer one of these
organizat ions.
IV Small Ensembles
From time La time small groups of advanced students
have (ormed for the purpose of playing or singing specialized music. We have had in the past a clarinet trio, a
brass quar-tet, and a string- ensemble. During the past t\VO
years a very active group has been t he Vocal Ensemble under the leadership of Miss Ruth Dowd. This group has
sung for many special occasions in and about Cortland.
These small groups will be continued as time and talent
allow.
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATIONS
Every student at Cortland State is a member of the
Athleric Association.
You are represented by six mornbcrs from your class. We have complete and varied nthlctic programs. For men there is intercollegiate compct.irion ill football. soccer. basketball, baseball, track, and
other sports. The athletic organixntion regulates intramural competition rhrcugh
these rcprcsenra rives from
each class. The in tramura l progrruu is conducted for
women as well as 1IlC'11. The women's program includes
competition in basketball. soccer, hockey, volleyball, softball, tennis, badminton, riding, and skiing. Every person
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at Cortland
education
...
You too.

whether
general
is urged to participate

education
or physical
in these activities.

MEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
It is the purpose of the Men's .\thletic
Association
to
set the standards
in the college's athletic meets.
This association helps to schedule athletic contests and carry them
out.
It determines
the standards
for awarding
the letters
in varsity sports and holds an annual banquet each spring
for the awarding of these let tees.

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
This year introduces
a new era in the history
of the
Women's Athletic Association
here on the hill.
Last year
the women at Conland
State felt that the W.A.A. was
just another organization;
so they did something
about i r.
First they dissolved
the old coustit.u rion in a determined
effort to start anew.
A new constitution
is to be presented
to the members
early in the fall.
Already
certain aims
have been set up, the main purpose of which is the introduction of a bigger and better system of intra murals which
will not only bring the general education
and the physical
education
students together,
but which will also give a
greater number of women the opportunity
to earn athletic
awards.

The Pines Committee
We have a Pines Committee
composed
of students
appointed by the president
of (he college and the president
of the College Governing
Board.
This committee
is responsible for the plan under which we are now working on
a campsite
and an out-of-door
theater.

Dance Group
Do you often get the urge to let yourself go ... to create
to modernize
and express yourself through the dance
.. , Yes? ... No? ... at any rate ... if you arc interested
in all types of dancing,
the dub you want to be sure to
join is the Dance Club.
Miss Mary Washington
Ball
organized
this group several years ago and it has grown to
be one of the most interesting
clubs in the college ....
It meets twice a week and Covers <ill dancing Lechniques
... Interest
ill the dance is the first requirement
for selec-
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tion. Ability ranks second. This means that general
education as well as physical education girls-whether
they have ever had formal dancing instruction or not-are
welcome in the organization
. l"fcmbership, however,
is limited of necessity, but where the numher is greater
than those required for the Master Dance Group, a junior
dancers group is organized and have the regulation number of periods and may become members of the master
group. Frequently,
the dance group gives programs in
nearby cities and at various conventions.
Girls' Aquatic Club
Splash . . kerpluuk ... and another mermaid hits the
dust
who knows, it may be you. You are eligible to
join the Girls' Aquatic' club if you arc a girl ... if you have
passed your life-S<'lving tests and have a reasonably good
form on the. fundamental strokes and aren't" afraid to dive
... Are You? .
Do You ... Who isn't ... Say.
. why
don't you look into the Aquatic Club?
This organization, as its title indicates, promotes interest in swimming. It is not, however, composed of experts, Now and then the good divers do a belly-buster
and the good swimmers have the stroke break before the
course is run. Like all of our other extra~class affairs,
this one is designed to promote individual interests and
enjoyment.
The general education girls as well as the
physical education girls are welcome. Come on along ..
don't hide your glide under a fin!.
The

Maequers

The "Masquers" is the college organization which
nishes an outlet for the talent of those who tread
boards. In the past the Masquers have put on several
plays each year. If you are interested in the drama
will find it a most: enjoyable organization.

furthe
fine
you

Delta Psi Omega"
For those of you who do join Masquers you'll be interested in the Delta Psi Omega, The National Honorary
Dramatic Fraternn.y On the Hill. Membership in this Society represents the highest honor that Masquers offer.
Each year this organization Sponsors and carries out a
play festival for high schools.
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PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
American Association Health, Physica,l Education
and Recreation
Might as well gel professional from the starr
. The
:\.A.H.P.E.R.
has a chapter of American Asscciation
Health, Physical Education. and Recreation whose membership has been open to all physical education students,
health education stuclents, and faculty.
All Health and
Physical Education students will want to join this national organization inasmuch as it is the strongest professional group we have. College student should belong to
such a professional organization.
Association for Childhood Education
The Association of Childhood Education is the professional organization whose membership is composed of all
students at State Teachers College who are interested in
the education of youn~ children, At its regular meetings,
educational films and demonstrations and addresses comprise the agenda.
Refreshments and discussions always
make these meetings livelyaffairs. Every State Teachers
College student should belong to such a professional organization.
Reltgfous Organizations
Catholic students will lind at Cortland Stale Teachers
College a very active chapter of the national organization
known as the NEWMAN CLUB. Its purpose is to band
together in a spiri l of social and religious fellowship Catholic students at State Teachers College. The organization
holds regular meetings at the college once or twice a man th
and has numerous social affairs throughout the year. The
highlights of the year are the dance and the Communion
Breakfast.
All Catholic students who join the Newman
Club should joi-n early in the year,
A few years ago, students and faculty members and representatives of various local churches beca me interested
in an organization at State Teachers College to foster
religious activity. The outgrowth of this interest was the
STUDENT CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP.
It is interdenominational and in vi tes all students to Its membership.
Its programs are arranged as discussions of student problems and you are invited to bring to the attention of the
organization any questions that you would like discussed.
The meetings will be bi-monthly next year and will be held
in the student lounge.
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V1iTERANS ASSOCIATION
With veterans returning
to school in the fall of 1945
there was a definite need fell" for an organization.
The
GI's who returned
in February,
1946 founded
the Veteran's Organization
with these aims and purposes in vievv :
1.

To collect ideas and experiences
of successful opcrations throughout
the country,
ill the field of veterans
education
and counselling.

2. To keep detailed, pertinent and up-to-dare
information
On what all American
colleges are doing- for studentveterans, and to make this information
available to all
schools throughout
the nation.
J. To exercise leadership
cation and over-lapping
education
guidance.

in the prevention
of the dupliof efforts in the field of veteran's

4. To compile, evaluate and disseminate
studies and research conducted by the government
and private agencies in terms of their application
to the guidance and
education of the student-veteran.
5. To encourage needed research essential to the information, development
and continuance
of adequate
COUilselling and edurational
service and, where necessary, to
conduct such research.
6.

To promote a mass-scale system of reciprocal exchange
of student-veterans between the colleges and universities of all accepted Nations of the world.

7. To work for the incorporation
of an Internat.iona!
Office
of Education
into the final constitution
of whatever
permanent
world peace organization
that resuha from
this war, and in line with this, to promote the establishment of an International
Veterans Council.
The officers elected

President, - ~~

in the organization

~__~__~~_~

~_~

were:

Richard Shcvalier
Vice-preside» t __~__~
~ __ ~_~__ ~Walter Schumacher
Secretary ~ __ ~
~
~
~~
~_.Jvlargarer Shanno~
Treasurer - - - ~
~
~ ~~
~
~ _lack Kobuski
Corresponding
Secretary _~
~~
Gordon Conklin
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SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
Reception in September
About the first evening ... after- you have spent aile day
in registrating,

standing

in line, etc., ...

your big sister, or

big brother, takes you by the hand and leads you up the
hill to the annual reception. Here's where you meet everybody-the President, the Dean, the teachers, seniors,
juniors, and the sophomores, whom you will so soon come
to love ... This hand-shaking contest is a big affair which
starts off the year's social calendar.

See you there!

Freshmen Tea
Here's the chance which you Freshmen
ing for. A little get-together
at which

have been waityou can mosey

around from one group of students t.o another and mingle
with the seniors and faculty ... and don't you think it's
not a good chance to learn the name of that dapper individual who has been haunting you. Yes, siree. Fresh .
Let's see you all at the Freshmen Tea ....
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Freshmen Assembly
Perhaps
you have been hiding your light under a book.
\Vcll, you won't for long when your Fr05h class presents
it's Freshmen
Assembly.
You may be the proud possessor
of such talents as whistling through the ears, playing tunes
on the teeth, juggling
tin cans and a toothpick
with your
feet ... Then too, you may be one of those extra-ordinary
individuals
who can sing, dance or play upon an instrument
... At <J-nyrate ... You will have the opportunity
to demonstrate
your unquestionable
abilities
to your fellow students at the Freshmen
Assembly.
. Sure, and you want
to be on the program,
Don't you?

Snow Carnival
Don your fifty pound ski boots ... pull on thatlush
ski
outfit ... Drape those skiis upon your back and hie yourself up to Pendleton
H ill for an afternoon
of snow frolics
... to say the least.
You are guaranteed
a day of fun and excitement
There are tournaments
Ior even the knock-kneed
skier ...
not that we expect you to enter into that category
... but
you can never tell
Prizes are offered for those lucky
people who can whiz down the hill the fastest and the fanciest ... and, if per chance, you can maintain your equilibrium while on ice skates
Why you're in for a day of
varied enjoyments.

State Teachers College Sunday
This is a day when the spiritual
side of us shows itself
On the third Sunday
in October,
the churches
throughout
the city carryon
a program especially
for the
College studen ts. Communion
breakfasts
are held and it is
a special occasion when everyone is expected to Jet his halo
shine through ... and go to church.
Proms
Never let it be said that Cortland Slate lacks in grandeur
when it cernes to Proms ... As a Fresh you will be stunned
by the Frosh hop.
. as a Soph you will be staggered
by
t.he Soph Soiree.
. As a Junior you will be appalled
by
the Junior PI-om and as a Senior you will be stymied
by
the Senior Prom
My word
. You'll be a rness
won't you?
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Spotlights .. Floodlights .. Revolving" chandiliers ...
Soft drapes . . Twinkling stars . . !lorUSlC by the best band
ever to hit P State New York.
Men .. College Mel'
All add up to a wonderful time at a Cortland State
Prom ...
Moving Up Day .. "
Day of clays for the humble Fresh.
Your drooping
head is exalted to a height of which you had long dreamed.
You are made a Sophomore ... 'tis a busy day for all concerned ... You are up bright and early for the flag raising
ceremony ... an impressive sight to behold ... The new
College Governing Board is installed
.. and who knows,
you may some day be one of the new officers ... no reason
why you shouldn't be. Awards are bestowed upon the
students who have excelled and those who have distinguished themselves on the Hilltop Press and in the Hilltop
Xlasquers.
Moving Up Day exercises take place around the Junior
Rock where the Freshmen become Sophomores, the Sophomores become Juniors, the Juniors become Seniors, and
the Seniors disappear from the face of the earth, while
those gathered shed a tear or two ..

�(ma .fflatrr
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SONGS AND YELLS
Cortland college like all ocher schools has its songs and
Alma Mater. Every student should know theAlma Mater
within three da ys after entering.
ALMA MATER
By lofty elm trees shaded round,
T'ioughnioga ncar,
Our grand old Cortland college stands,
To all of us how dear.
Chorus:
We'll sing to thee, dear Alma Mater.
Of love that shall never die,
We'll strive for thy glory eternal,
Keep thy stainless honor high,
Inspiring each son and each daughter
The noblest aims La try,
All thy fame and thy spirit, thy might are ours
As the swift years hurry by.
2.
From many a lofty station reac-hed
Thy children backward gaze
On doubts and hardships changed La hope
In happy Cortland days.
Chorus:
3.

Through thee we enter larger life
Thou great, wide kindly dOOT,
Escape a petty sphere and give
Thee thanks still more and more.
Chorus:
4.
When years and service prove our worth
\Ve'll homeward turn to thee,
And fondly hope that thy "Well done"
Our sweet reward ruav be.
-Ulysses
F. Axtell.
FIGHT

YELL

G rrr fight!
G rrr flgtn! figlu l
G 1'1'( fight! fight! fight!

Team!

ALA-VEE-VA
Ala-vee-vo. ala-vie-vo
Aln-vee-vo, vie-vo. vum
Corne n seven, come eleven
Come J riler-ty, railbcry shanty

town
Who can tear old Con land down?
Nobody, Nobody, Nobcdyll!

,

SKYROCKET YELL
S-s-s-s-s-s-s-s Boom
Ahhhh!
Fight Team Fight

TEAM YELL
1'-£-:\-1\1 Yea
T-E-A-M Yea
T-E-A-M Yea
Team Team

Team
Team
Team
Team

CHEER FOR OLD CORTLAND
Come and sing, all ye loyal Cortland men,
Come and give a rousing cheer,
join our line as we march along $0 fine,
With hearts that have no fear.
Leftand right, 'neath the crimson and the white
We will march in bold array,
So everybody shout and sing for this is old Cortland's
day.

Chorus:
Cheer for old Cortland, Cortland must win
Fight to the finish, never give in, boys,
All play your best, boys, we'll do rhc rest
Fight for the victory.
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ON, OLD CORTLAND
On, Old Cortland! On, Old Cortland!
Drive them down the field,
Pass the ball right through their center,
Force thorn now to yield.
On, Old Cortland! On, Old Cortland!
Fight Oll her fame.
fight fellows, fight and we will win this game!

CIIEER SONG
\
We'll cheer for the team; we'll cheer for the team,
We'Il cheer, cheer, cheer, cheer for the team
And because we are from Cortland, we'll ever victors be
We'll cheer, cheer, cheer for the learn.

VA RSI-T

- E-A-M

Yea -team
Varsi-e- T - e - a - ru
Yea team
Fight, team, fight.

VICTORY

SONG

Cortland to thee we raise our banner of victory
Cortland to thee we sing and to thee let voices ring Da, cia, do, cia.
The years may come and go, but we'll conquer every foe,
Fight on, fond memories linger; they cheer and bless.
Cortland light for red and white
The might of you tonight
Lives on, growing more bright
Cortland to victory!
(Hepcat first verse)
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CHURCH
1.

First:\1.

DIRECTORY

E. Church, 37 Church Street.

2. First Congregational
Church Streets.
3. First Universalist
Church Streets.
4.

First

Church

Church, corner of Clinton and
Church,

Christ,

COrner

Scienrisr.

of Elm

and

33 East Court' of

Street.

5.

First Presbyterian

Church, 25 Church Street.

6. 51. Mary's Roman Catholic Church, 46 North Main
Street.
7.

Grace Episcopal Church, 13 Court Street.

8.

First Baptist Church, 10 Church Street.

9.

Bethal Pentecostal

10.

St. Anthony's

Mission, 14 Por-t Watson Street'

Catholic Church (Italian)

50 Pome-

roy Street.

11.

Homer Avenue .M. E. Church, 30 Homer Ave.

12.

Church of Christ Disciples, 18 Clinton Ave.

13. North Presbyterian
and Aivena Ave.

Church, corner of Homer Ave

14. Free Methodist Church, 9 Grace Street.
15.

Second Congregn tional Church, 103 Elm Street.

\6.

Memorial Baptist

17.

St. Paul's Church, corner of Hamlin and Madison

Church, 125 Tompkins

Streets.

18.

Bible Baptist Church, Port Watson Street.
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Street.

FRATERNITY

AND SORORITY

Beta Phi Epsilon
Alpha Delta
Aretb usa
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Nu Sigma Chi
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Theta Ph.i

DIRECTORY

J 4 r ames Street 220;
24 Steven::;on Street
] 105
4-5 Church Street
10,,8
22 West Court Street 169J
52 PrO!ipCC1 Terrace 835J
15 Prospect Terrace ];96
36. Lincoln

Avenue

197

WHO'S WHO
College Governing Board Officers
President----Vire-Presiden

Richmond Young
Eleanor

L -_ _

':-vlinion

Secretary
---------Norma Wargo
Treasurer
.__Hal Chase
Senior Class I'resident..
Richard Corbin
Junior Class President,
Paul Fazio
Sophomore Class President .
Margaret O'Connor
Hilltop Press Editor,
jan Margolin
Cardinal Key Presidenr.,
----Robert Long
Women '5 Athletic Association President
Rita Woodford
Men's Athletic Association Prcsiclent .
Lewis Hulbert
S. A. C. PresidenL___________
_
_
A.A.H .P. E. R. Prcsiden L
~
Joyce Norton
Aquatic Club President.
Shirley Wrarhall
Kappa Delta Pi President ,
~
_
Delta Psi Omega President
~
Barbara Overend
Newman Club Prcsiden t ,
Carolyn Kenney
Studcn t Christian Fellowship President
Robert Lewis
International CuI rural Club President.
Robert Lewis
Didascaleion Editors
Nyla June Wallace
Lila Jane Smith
FACULTY DIRECTORY
Administration
Donnal V. Smith, President
Lynn E. Brown, Director of General Education and Dean
of the College
Francis]. Moench, Director of Health and Physical Education
Lucille Barber Leach, Dean of Women
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Office Personnel

, Registrar
M. Alta Hayes, Secretary to the President
Lucille Sardo, Secretary to the Dean of the College
Alice H. Thurber, Stenographer
Hac Cadden, Stenographer
Dorothy Mudge, Mary Groziani, Stenographers
L. Belle Pace, Stenographer
Mary Harrington, Manager of the Bookstore
Michael Patterson, Manager of the Cafeteria
Marguerite Robinson, Librarian
Frances B. Bays, Assistant Librarian
Frances VI/. Harvey, Assistant Librarian
Benjamin]. Corsi, Financial Secretary
James Savage, Buildings and Grounds
INSTRUCTIONAL
English
Newell \V. Sa wyer
James Cochrane
Mary Noble Smith
Marion Thompson
Edward]. Linnehan, on Military Leave
Mathematics
Ben A. Sueltz
Education
Maxwell Park
Alice A. Pierce
Olive C. Fish
Clifton McWilliams
Roger Bancroft
Florence Hoag
Marion Wilson
Sally 13. Walters
Irene Ton
Carolyn Burrows
Ina Hayes
Wava McGrath
Elizabeth Keenan
Florence A. Bcdworth
Franklin E. Coolidge
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Art
Jewel H. Conover
Esther E. Trumbull
Mary E. Harding
Music
Pauline Meyer
Ruth Dowel
Andrew ]\,11. Banse
Languages
Science
Ross Bowers
Walter Thurber
G. Raymond Fisk
Social
Charles
Minnie
William

Studies
Stube
Pearl Carr
H. Ladieu

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
Department
G. Oliver Reed, School Physician
Georgina \\1. Childs, R.N" Nurse Instructor
Leonore

Alwav

Mary Washington Ball
T. Fred Holloway
Carl A. Davis
lvalclare Howland
Harriet Rodgers
Esther Burnham
Elizabeth H. White
Dorothy Jacobson
Ralph M. Roberts
Raymond f\. Weiss
Donovan C. Moffett
Ross L. Allen
Theresa Angelotti, Accompanist
Camille Brown
Sylvia B. Levitt
Anthony Tesori
George W. Linck
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